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Abstract Interpretation, one of the most applied techniques for semantics based static

analysis of software, is based on two main key-concepts: the correspondence between

concrete and abstract semantics through Galois connections/insertions, and the

feasibility of a fixed point computation of the abstract semantics, through the fast

convergence of widening operators. The latter point is crucial to ensure the scalability of

the analysis to large software systems. The aim of this paper is to set the ground for a

systematic design of widening and narrowing operators, by comparing the different

definitions introduced in the literature and by discussing how to tune them in case of

domain abstraction and domains’ combination through cartesian and reduced products.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Abstract Interpretation is a general theory of approximation of mathematical structures, in particular those involved in
the semantic models of computer systems, that has been successfully applied for the static analysis of software systems.
This theory is based on two main key-concepts: the correspondence between concrete and abstract semantics through
Galois connections/insertions, and the feasibility of a fixed point computation of the abstract semantics, through, the
combination of widening operators (to get fast convergence) and narrowing operators (to improve the accuracy of the
resulting analysis).

While Galois connections have been widely studied, yielding to a suite of general techniques to manage the
combination of abstract domains, e.g. different kind of products [13,24,8], and more sophisticated notions like the quotient
[10], the complement [9], and the powerset [22] of abstract domains, not much attention has been given to provide general
results about widening and narrowing operators.

Nevertheless, widening and narrowing operators play a crucial role in particular when infinite abstract domains are
considered to ensure the scalability of the analysis to large software systems, as it has been shown in the case of the Astrée
project for analysis of absence of run-time error of avionic critical software [11].

The first infinite abstract domain (that of intervals) was introduced in [12]. This abstract domain was later used to prove
that, thanks to widening and narrowing operators, infinite abstract domains can lead to effective static analyses for a given
programming language that are strictly more precise and equally efficient than any other one using a finite abstract
domain or an abstract domain satisfying chain conditions [16].

Specific widening and narrowing operators have been also designed not only for numerical domains but also for type
graphs [25], in domains for reordering CLP(RLin) programs [32], and in the analysis of programs containing digital filters
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[21], just to name a few. More recently, widenings have been used also to infer loop invariants inside an STM solver [26], in
trace partitioning abstract domains [33] and in string analysis for string-generating programs [6].

The main challenge for widening and narrowing operators is when considering numerical domains. For instance, the
original widening operator proposed by Cousot and Halbwachs [17] for the domain of convex polyhedra, has been
improved by recent works by Bagnara et al. [1], and further refined for the domain of pentagons by Logozzo et al. in [27]. In
[2], the authors define three generic widening methodologies for a finite powerset abstract domain. The widening
operators are obtained by lifting any widening operator defined on the base-level abstract domain. The proposed
techniques are instantiated on powersets of convex polyhedra, a domain for which no non-trivial widening operator was
previously known.

We observed that, with the noticeable exception of [16,2], there is still a lack of general techniques that support the
systematic construction of widening or narrowing operators. This is mainly due to the fact that the definition of widening
provides extremely weak algebraic properties, while it is extremely demanding with respect to convergence and
termination.

The aim of the paper is to fill this gap, and to set the ground for a systematic design of widening and narrowing
operators either when they are defined on sets and when they are refined on pairs.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1.
 the formal definitions of the widening and narrowing operations already introduced in the literature;

2.
 the proof that the widening and narrowing operators are preserved by abstraction; and

3.
 an indication as how to construct widening operators for a product domain such as the reduced and cartesian products.

The advantages of suitable combinations of widening and narrowing operators are illustrated on a suite of examples,
ranging from interval to powerset domains.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reports some preliminary notions. In Section 3 we
analyze different notions of widening and narrowing operators and we show their weakness points and their mutual
relations. In the Section 4 we show how widening and narrowing behave with respect to the combination of domains
through Galois insertions. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2. Basic definitions

Let us briefly recall some basic definitions on orders and lattices [4,18].

Definition 1 (Poset). If P is a non-empty set, then by a partial order on P we mean a binary relation r on P which is
reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. By a poset ðP,rÞ we shall mean a set P on which there is defined a partial
order r .

Definition 2 (Upper and lower bounds). Let P be a poset, and let S be a subset of P. An element x 2 P is an upper bound of S if
srx for all s 2 S. If the set of the upper bounds of S has a least element z, then z is called the least upper bound (lub) of S, and
will be denoted by z¼ t S.

By duality, an element x 2 P is a lower bound of S if xrs for all s 2 S. If the set of the lower bounds of S has a maximum

element z, then z is called the greatest lower bound (glb) of S, and will be denoted by z¼ u S.

Looking ahead, we shall often adopt the neater notation x t y in place of tfx,yg, and x u y in place of ufx,yg.

Definition 3 (Directed set, cpo). Let S be a subset of a poset ðP,r Þ. Then S is said to be directed if for each pair of elements
x,y 2 S, there exists z 2 S such that xrz and yrz.

We say that a poset ðP,rÞ is a cpo (complete partially ordered set) if P has a bottom element ?, and tD exists for each

directed subset D of P.

Definition 4 (Chain). A chain of a poset ðP,r Þ is a subset CDP such that 8x,y 2 C : ðxryÞ3ðyrxÞ.

Definition 5 (ACC and DCC). A poset ðP,r Þ is said to satisfy the ascending chain condition (ACC) if every ascending chain
x1rx2r � � � of elements of P is eventually stationary, that is, there is some positive integer n such that xm = xn for all m4n.
By duality, a poset ðP,r Þ satisfies the descending chain condition (DCC) if for every descending chain x1Zx2Z . . . of
elements of P (kZ0 : 8jZk : xk ¼ xj.

Definition 6 (Join and meet semi lattice). A join semi lattice and a meet semi lattice are poset ðP,r Þ such that each pair of
elements x,y 2 P has, respectively, least upper bound (x t y) and greatest lower bound ðx u yÞ.

Definition 7 (Lattice). Let P be a non-empty poset. If x t y and x u y exist for all x,y 2 P, then P is a lattice. Moreover, if tS

and uS exist for every SDP, then P is a complete lattice.

In what follows a function’s domain and range are indicated by subscripts: eXY is a function from X to Y. The ordering
and the least upper bound operator defined in X are denoted by LX and tX , respectively.
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Definition 8 (Galois connection and insertion). Let C and D be complete lattices, and consider two functions: gDC : D-C and
aCD : C-D. The tuple GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ is a Galois connection if

8c 2 C and 8d 2 D : aCDðcÞrDd3crCgDCðdÞ:

GCD is a Galois insertion when gDC is injective or, equivalently, when aCD is onto.

In a Galois connection or insertion GCD, the functions gDC and aCD are called the concretization and the abstraction
function, respectively. The following are well-known properties of these functions, see [15].

Lemma 1. Let C and D be complete lattices, and consider two monotone functions gDC : D-C and aCD : C-D. Then, GCD is a

Galois connection if and only if
�
 gDC3aCD is extensive: 8c 2 C,crCgDCðaCDðcÞÞ and
�
 aCD3gDC is reductive: 8d 2 D,aCDðgDCðdÞÞrDd.
Moreover, GCD is a Galois insertion if it is a Galois connection and aCD3gDC is the identity function.

Lemma 2. Let GCD be a Galois connection/insertion,
�
 if aCD and gDC form a Galois connection, then one of the two functions determines the other one. More precisely, for

d 2 D,gDCðdÞ ¼ tCfc 2 CjaCDðcÞLDdg, and similarly, for c 2 C,aCDðcÞ ¼ uDfd 2 DjcLCgDCðdÞg. Each function is called the adjoint

of the other one and
�
 aCD3gDC3aCD ¼ aCD, and gDC3aCD3gDC ¼ gDC .

3. Widening and narrowing operators

In Abstract Interpretation, the collecting semantics of a program is expressed as a least fix-point of a set of equations.
The equations are solved over some abstract domain that captures the property of interest to be analyzed. Typically, the
equations are solved iteratively; that is, successive approximations of the solution is computed until a fix-point is reached.
However, for many useful abstract domains, such chains can be either infinite or too long to let the analysis be efficient. To
make use of these domains, abstract interpretation theory provides very powerful tools, the widening operators, that
attempt to predict the fix-point based on the sequence of approximations computed on earlier iterations of the analysis on
a cpo or on a (complete) lattice. The degradation of precision of the solution obtained by widening can be partly restored by
further applying a narrowing operator [16].

3.1. Set- and pair-widening operators

In the Abstract Interpretation literature, two different general definitions of widening operator have been introduced.
The first one defines a widening operator as a partial function on the powerset of a poset P, while the second one defines it
as a binary (total) function on a poset P. In both cases, two main requirements are given: first, the widening has to be an
extrapolation operator, second, it has to guarantee termination when applied to increasing sequences.

Definition 9 (Set-widening [13,15]). Let ðP,r Þ be a poset. A set-widening operator is a partial functionr% : YðPÞQP such that
(i)
 Covering: Let S be an element of YðPÞ. If r%ðSÞ is defined, then 8x 2 S, xrr%ðSÞ.

(ii)
 Termination: For every ascending chain fxigiZ0, the chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yi ¼r%ðfxjj0r jr igÞ

is ascending too, and it stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
The definition above has been used recently in [19,20], for fix-point computations over sets represented as automata, in
a model checking approach.

Example 1. Consider the lattice of intervals L¼ f?g [ f½‘,u�j‘ 2 Z [ f�1g,u 2 Z [ fþ1g,‘rug, ordered by 8x 2 L, ? rx and
½‘0,u0�r ½‘1,u1� if ‘1r‘0 and u0ru1. Let k be a fixed positive integer constant, and I be any set of indices. Consider the
threshold widening operator defined on L by

r
k
%
ðf?gÞ ¼ ?,

r
k
%
ðf?g [ SÞ ¼rk

%
ðSÞ,

rk
%
ðf½‘i,ui� : i 2 IgÞ ¼ ½h1,h2�,
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where

h1 ¼minf‘i : i 2 Ig if minf‘i : i 2 Ig4�k else �1,

h2 ¼maxfui : i 2 Ig if maxfui : i 2 IgÞok else þ1:

Observe that for all k,rk
%

is associative, and monotone. Observe thatrk
� may widen also the singletons. For instance, we get

r
7
%
ðf½�8,4�gÞ ¼ ½�1,4�.

Definition 10 (Pair-widening [16,31]). Let ðP,rÞ be a poset. A pair-widening operator is a binary operator r : P � P-P

such that
(i)
�

Covering: 8x,y 2 P : xrxry, and yrxry.

(ii)
 Termination: For every ascending chain fxigiZ0, the ascending chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yirxiþ1

stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
Definition 11 (Extrapolator). Let ðP,r Þ be a poset. A binary operator � : P � P-P is called extrapolator if it satisfies the
covering property, i.e. 8x,y 2 P : xrx�y, and yrx�y.

Observe that pair-widening operators are not necessarily neither commutative neither monotone, nor associative, while
these properties are crucial for chaotic iteration fixpoint algorithms [31].

Example 2. Consider the binary operator introduced in [12] on the same lattice of Intervals of Example 1:

? rx¼ x,

xr ? ¼ x,

½‘0,u0�r½‘1,u1� ¼ ½if ‘1o‘0 then �1 else ‘0, if u0ou1 then þ1 else u0�:

r is a pair-widening operator, as it satisfies both covering and termination requirements of Definition 10.

Observe that the operator is not commutative, as for instance

½2,3�r½1,4� ¼ ½�1,þ1�,

½1,4�r½2,3� ¼ ½1,4�:

Moreover, in order to see that it is not monotone, consider ½0,1�r ½0,3�. We have

½0,1�r½0,2� ¼ ½0þ1�,

½0,3�r½0,2� ¼ ½0,3�,

and of course ½0,þ1� is not smaller or equal to [0,3]. Finally, observe that associativity does not hold either:

½0,2�rð½0,1�r½0,2�Þ ¼ ½0þ1�,

ð½0,2�r½0,1�Þr½0,2� ¼ ½0,2�:

Let us come back to the two definitions of widening operators introduced before. As a first contribution, we see how to
build a set-widening out of a pair-widening operator.

Theorem 1. Let ðP,r Þ be a poset, and let r : P � P-P be a pair-widening operator on P. Define r% : YðPÞQP such

that:
�
 domðr%Þ ¼ R1 [ R2, where R1 ¼ ffx,ygjx,y 2 Pg, and R2 ¼ fSDPjS is a finite ascending chaing.(

8fx,yg 2 R1, r%ðfx,ygÞ ¼ def

xry if xry

z 2 fxry,yrxg randomly, otherwise:
�
 8S¼ fxijx0rx1r . . .rxjg 2 R2, r%ðSÞ ¼ def ðððx0rx1Þrx2 . . .ÞrxjÞ.
Then r% is a set-widening operator.

Proof. We have to show that both covering and termination requirements hold for r%.
�
 Covering: Let SDP such that r%ðSÞ is defined. We have to show that 8s 2 S : srr%ðSÞ.
Case S 2 R1: it follows from the definition of r.
Case S 2 R2: it follows by induction on the length of the ascending chain, and by the transitivity of the partial
order.
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�
 Termination: Consider the ascending chain fxigiZ0. Consider the corresponding ascending chain fŷigiZ0 obtained by r
(see Definition 10), and the ascending chain fyigiZ0 obtained usingr% (see Definition 9). We can prove by induction that
for each index i, yi ¼ ŷi.
The basis is true, as y0 ¼ x0 ¼ ŷ0.
Consider the inductive step:

yiþ1 ¼r%ðfxjj0r jr iþ1gÞ by ðiiÞ of Definition 9

¼ ðððx0rx1Þrx2 ... Þrxiþ1Þ by definition of r%

¼r%ðfxjj0r jr igÞrxiþ1 again by definition of r%

¼ ŷirxiþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ ŷiþ1 by ðiiÞ of Definition 10:

As the sequence fŷigiZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyigiZ0. &

The notion of set-widening is weaker than the notion of pair-widening. This is why, in general, there is no way to prove
the dual of Theorem 1, which can be stated only under restricted conditions.

Theorem 2. Let ðP,rÞ be a poset, and let r% : YðPÞQP be a set-widening operator on P such that
�
 domðr%Þ+ffx,ygjx,y 2 Pg.

�
 8SDP,8x 2 P, if S [ fxgDdomðr%Þ then also SDdomðr%Þ.

�
 8SDP,8x 2 P,r%ðS [ fxgÞ ¼r%ðfr%ðSÞ,xgÞ.
Then, the binary operator r : P � P-P defined by xry¼r%ðfx,ygÞ is a pair-widening operator.

Proof. First, observe that r is well defined. The covering requirement follows immediately from the definition of r and
the covering property of r%. Now, consider an ascending chain fxigiZ0 in P, and the ascending chain y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yirxi. As
r% is a set-widening, we know that the sequence yu0 ¼ x0,yui ¼r%ðfxjj0r jr ig stabilizes finitely. We show by induction that
for each i, yi ¼ yui. The basis is true, as y0 ¼ x0 ¼ yu0. On the induction step,

yuiþ1 ¼r%ðfxjj0r jr iþ1g by point ðiiÞ of Definition 9

¼r%ðfr%ðfxjj0r jr igÞ,xiþ1gÞ by hypothesis on r%

¼r%ðfyui,xiþ1gÞ by point ðiiÞ of Definition 9

¼r%ðfyi,xiþ1gÞ by inductive hypothesis

¼ yirxiþ1 by definition of r

¼ yiþ1 by point ðiiÞ of Definition 10:

As the sequence fyuigiZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyigiZ0. &

Observe that the set-widening operator rk
%

of Example 1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 above, yielding to a
corresponding pair-widening operator.

3.2. Set- and pair-narrowing operators

Similarly, two different general definitions of narrowing operator have been introduced. The first one defines a
narrowing operator as a partial function on the powerset of a poset P, while the second one defines it as a binary (total)
function on a poset P.

Definition 12 (Set-narrowing [15,19]). Let ðP,rÞ be a poset. A set-narrowing operator is a partial function D% : YðPÞQP

such that
(i)
 Bounding: Let S be an element of YðPÞ. If D%ðSÞ is defined, then glbðSÞ exists and there exists s 2 S such that
glbðSÞrD%ðSÞrs.
(ii)
 Termination: For every decreasing chain x0Zx1Z . . ., the chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yi ¼D%ðfxjj0r jr igÞ

is descending too, and it stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
Example 3. Let L be the lattice of intervals introduced in Example 1. We can define D%, a narrowing operator, on L as
follows:

D%ðf?gÞ ¼ ? ,
D%ðf?g [ SÞ ¼D%ðSÞ,

D%ðf½‘i,ui� : i 2 IgÞ ¼ ½h1,h2�,
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where

h1 ¼maxf‘i : i 2 Ig,

h2 ¼minfui : i 2 Ig:

It is easy to verify that it satisfy the termination condition, as it converges immediately on decreasing chains.

Observe that D% is associative, and monotone. Observe that D% may narrow also the singletons. For instance, we get

D%ðf½�8,4�gÞ ¼ ½�8,4� and D%ðf½�8,6�,½1,5�,½�9,11�gÞ ¼ ½1,5�.

Example 4. Observe that both conditions (bounding and termination) are required in order to get a narrowing operator.
For instance, on the lattice of intervals on R instead of Z, the operator D� defined in Example 3 fulfills the bounding
condition but it does not satisfy the termination one. Therefore, it is a not narrowing operator.

Definition 13 (Pair-narrowing [14,16]). Let ðP,rÞ be a poset. A pair-narrowing operator is a binary operator D : P � P-P

such that
(i)
�

Bounding: 8x,y 2 P : ðxryÞ¼)ðxr ðyDxÞryÞ.

(ii)
 Termination: For every decreasing chain x0Zx1Z . . ., the decreasing chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1

stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
Observe that pair-narrowing operators are not necessarily neither commutative neither monotone, nor associative.
Moreover observe also that if P is a meet-semi-lattice (the greatest lower bound x u y exists for all x,y 2 P) satisfying the
decreasing chain condition (no strictly decreasing chain in P can be infinite), then u is a narrowing operator.

Example 5. Consider the binary operator introduced in [16] on the same lattice of intervals on Z of Example 1:

? Dx¼ ? ,

xD ? ¼ ? ,

½‘0,u0�D½‘1,u1� ¼ ½if ‘0 ¼�1 then ‘1 else ‘0, if u0 ¼ þ1 then u1 else u0�:

D is a pair-widening operator, as it satisfies both bounding and termination requirements of Definition 13:

½�1,þ1�D½�1,101� ¼ ½�1,101�,

½1,þ1�D½50,100� ¼ ½1,100�,
½1,4�D½2,3� ¼ ½1,3�:

Let us come back to the two definitions of narrowing operators introduced above. Like in the case of widening, we study
how we can build a set-narrowing operator out of a pair-narrowing operator, and viceversa.

Theorem 3. Let ðP,rÞ be a poset, and let D : P � P-P be a pair-narrowing operator on P. Define D% : YðPÞQP such

that:
�
 domðD%Þ ¼ R1 [ R2, where R1 ¼ ffx,ygjx,y 2 P : ( glbðx,yÞg, and R2 ¼ fSDPjS is a finite descending chaing.(

8fx,yg 2 R1, D%ðfx,ygÞ ¼ def

yDx if xry

glb ðfx,ygÞ otherwise:
�
 8S¼ fxijx0Zx1Z � � �Zxjg 2 R2, D%ðSÞ ¼ def ððððx0Dx1ÞDx2ÞDÞ, . . . ,DxjÞ.
Then D% is a set-narrowing operator.

Proof. We have to show that both bounding and termination requirements hold for D%.
�
 Bounding: Let SDP such that D%ðSÞ is defined. We have to show that glbðSÞrD%ðSÞrs.
Case S 2 R1: it follows from the definition of D.
Case S 2 R2: it follows by induction on the length of the decreasing chain ðx0Zx1Z � � �ZxjÞ, and by the transitivity of
the partial order.

�
 Termination: Consider the decreasing chain fxigiZ0. Consider the corresponding decreasing chain fŷigiZ0 obtained by D

(see Definition 13), and the decreasing chain fyigiZ0 obtained using D% (see Definition 12). We can prove by induction
that for each index i, yi ¼ ŷi.
The basis is true, as y0 ¼ x0 ¼ ŷ0.
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Consider the inductive step:

yiþ1 ¼D%ðfxjj0r jr iþ1gÞ by definition of the sequence fyjgjZ0

¼ ðððððx0Dx1ÞDx2ÞDÞ, . . . ,DxiÞDxiþ1Þ by definition of D%

¼D%ðfxjj0r jr igÞDxiþ1 again by definition of D%

¼ ŷiDxiþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ ŷiþ1 by ðiiÞ of pair� narrowing definition:

As the sequence fŷigiZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyigiZ0. &

Theorem 4. Let ðP,rÞ be a poset, and let D% : YðPÞQP be a set-narrowing operator on P such that
1.
 domðD%Þ+ffx,ygjx,y 2 Pg.

2.
 8SDP,8x 2 P, if S [ fxgDdomðD%Þ then also SDdomðD%Þ.

3.
 8SDP,8x 2 P,D%ðS [ fxgÞ ¼D%ðfD%ðSÞ,xgÞ.
Then, the binary operator D : P � P-P defined xDy¼D%ðfx,ygÞ is a pair-narrowing operator.

Proof. First, observe that D is well defined. The bounding requirement follows immediately from the definition of D and
the bounding property of D%. Now, consider an descending chain fxigiZ0 in P, and the descending chain y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼

yiDxiþ1. As D% is a set-narrowing, we know that the sequence yu0 ¼ x0,yui ¼D%ðfxjj0r jr igÞ stabilizes finitely. We show by
induction that for each i, yi ¼ yui. The basis is true, as y0 ¼ x0 ¼ yu0. On the induction step,

yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1 by definition of the sequence fyjgjZ0

¼D%ðfyi,xiþ1gÞ by D definition

¼D%ðfD%ðfxjj0r jr igÞ,xiþ1gÞ by induction hypothesis

¼D%ðfxjj0r jr iþ1gÞ by the Property 3

¼ yuiþ1 by ðiiÞ of set� narrowing definition:

As the sequence fyuigiZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyigiZ0. &

3.3. Combination of widening and narrowing operators

In order to better understand how widening and a narrowing operators can be combined in an effective way, consider
the following example on the finite powerset domain of intervals.

The design of a successful widening is a very delicate task that is not only dependent on the considered abstract domain
but also on the particular analysis or verification application. An important contribution in such context is [2], which
introduces three methodologies for the design of widening operators. All of these methodologies are based on the same
extrapolator, while they differ on the termination property: the first one poses constraints on the cardinality of the
arguments, the second one uses connectors (as, for example, Egli-Milner Connectors), and the last one is certificate-based.

Notice that these generic widening constructions are applicable to any finite powerset abstract domain, encoding either
numerical or symbolic information.

Example 6. Let L be the lattice of intervals introduced in Example 1, and let Yf ðLÞ be its finite powerset. For A,B 2 Yf ðLÞ, we
say AIB if and only if 8x 2 A,(y 2 B such that xry. Consider the function reduce : Yf ðLÞ-Yf ðLÞ defined as 8ADL, reduceðAÞ

is the maximal subset of A such that 8x,y 2 A : xoy) x=2reduceðAÞ. Observe that reduceðAÞIA and AIreduceðAÞ.

The closure of ADL, denoted by A, is the superset of A such that 8x,y 2 A, such that x \ ya|, the least upper bound

x t y 2 A.

For XDL, we denote by min(X) the minimal value, and by max(X) the maximal value, e.g. min({[3,8], [2,5], [1,4]}) = 1 and

max({[3,8], [2,5], [1,4]}) = 8.

By minInt(X) we denote the interval which have min(X) as bottom value and, analogously, by maxInt(X) the interval

having max(X) as top value, e.g. minInt({[3,8], [2,5], [1,4]}) = [1,4] and maxInt({[3,8], [2,5], [1,4]}) = [3,8].

For any positive constant k, we can define the pair-widening rk : Yf ðLÞ �Yf ðLÞ-Yf ðLÞ as follows.

Let A, B be elements of Yf ðLÞ.
�
 If the cardinality of reduceðA [ BÞ is smaller or equal to k, then ArkB¼ reduceðA [ BÞ.

�
 Otherwise, let R¼ reduceðW Þ where W is obtained by:

3 W ¼ A [ B

3 If the cardinality of reduceðWÞ is greater than k and (su 2 B such that maxðsuÞ4maxðAÞ then:
let r 2 A be the interval such that max(r) = max(A) then W ¼W [ ½minðrÞ,þ1�.

3 And if the cardinality of reduce(W) is greater than k and (su 2 B such that minðsuÞominðAÞ then: let r 2 A be the
interval such that min(r) = min(A) then W ¼W [ ½�1,maxðrÞ�.
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�

While the cardinality of R is greater than k:
let s,su 2 R such that jminðsuÞ�maxðsÞj is minimal in R, then R¼ ðR\fs,sugÞ [ fðs t suÞg.

�
 ArkB¼ R.

Observe that if Y ¼ ArkB, then the cardinality of Y is always smaller or equal to k.

For instance, if

A¼ f½�5,2�,½1,6�,½11,23�,½27,33�,½30,35�,½36,40�g

and

B¼ f½�2,3�,½9,15�,½32,35�,½37,42�g,

then

Ar3B¼ f½�5,6�,½9,23�,½27,þ1�g:

In fact , as the cardinality of reduceðA [ BÞ is 4, which is greater than k=3, and there exists an interval s in B (namely

[37,42]) such that minðsÞ4maxðAÞ, the set W ¼ A [ B [ f½36,þ1�g is computed. Then, its closure W ¼W [ f½�5,6�,½�5,3�,

½�2,3�,½9,23�,½27,35�,½36,42�g is computed. Finally, the reduce operator is applied, yielding to reduceðW Þ ¼ f½�5,6�,

½9,23�,½27,þ1�g.

Notice that this widening operator satisfies the constraints in [2], as it merges an extrapolation heuristics ‘‘ r�covered’’

and a ‘‘k-collapsor’’, as requested to obtain a ‘‘cardinality-based’’ widening. In addition, our operator can be applied also on

not comparable elements, whereas the generic construction provided by Bagnara et al. requires that the first element is

less than second one.

Similarly, we can define a corresponding pair-narrowing operator Dk : Yf ðLÞ-YðLÞ. Let A,B 2 Yf ðLÞ such that AIB, BDkA is

defined as follows.
�
 Let Au¼ reduceðAÞ ¼ fs1, . . . ,sng, Bu¼ reduceðBÞ ¼ fq1, . . . ,qmg and R¼ Au.

�
 If minðAuÞ ¼�1 then R¼ R\fminIntðAuÞg [ fminIntðBuÞg, and if maxðAuÞ ¼ þ1 then R¼ R\fmaxIntðAuÞg [ fmaxIntðBuÞg.

�
 For each qi 2 Bu.

3 Let Hi ¼ fsj 2 Rjsjrqig.
3 If cardinality of Hi is greater than 1.
�
 Let a,b 2 Hi such that jminðbÞ�maxðaÞj is minimal in Hi.

�
 R¼ reduceðR\fa,bg [ flubða,bÞgÞ.

3 If the cardinality of R is smaller than k then break.

�
 BDkA¼ R.
Observe that Dk is a pair-narrowing operator, as it satisfies both bounding and termination properties.

For instance, if

A¼ f½�10,�6�,½�5,�2�,½�1,0�,½1,3�,½9,13�,½18,20�,½23,27�,½29,þ1�g

and

B¼ f½�10,3�,½7,13�,½16,þ1�g

then we have

BD3A¼ f½�10,3�,½9,13�,½16,þ1�g:

As an example on how the widening and narrowing operators just introduced can be combined in order to accelerate the

fixpoint computation without loosing too much accuracy, consider the function F : Yf ðLÞ-Yf ðLÞ defined by

F � lX:ððððX t f½1,2�gÞ [ fðmaxIntðXÞ 	 ½2,2�ÞgÞ\f?gÞ u f½100,100�gÞ,

where 	 : L� L-L such that ? 	X ¼ X	 ? ¼ ? and ½‘0,u0� 	 ½‘1,u1� ¼ ½‘0þ‘1,u0þu1�. The computation of the fixpoint of F

starting from the ? element, would require at least 50 steps, getting to the fixpoint element {[1,2], [3,4], y, [100,100]}. In

order to accelerate the fixpoint computation of F, first we use the widening operator r3 defined above.

X0 ¼ f?g,

X1 ¼ X0r
3
ððððX0 t f½1,2�gÞ [ fðmaxIntðX0Þ 	 ½2,2�ÞgÞ\f?gÞ u f½100,100�gÞ

¼ f½1,2�g,
X2 ¼ f½1,2�,½3,5�g,

^
X4 ¼ f½1,2�,½3,4�,½5,þ1�g ¼ X5:
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The fixpoint is obtained in five steps, but the accuracy of the result is not satisfactory as it completely looses the rightmost

bound. Nevertheless, this lack of precision can be recovered by applying the narrowing operator D3.

Y0 ¼ X4,

Y1 ¼ Y0D
3
ððððY0 t f½1,2�gÞ [ fðmaxIntðY0Þ 	 ½2,2�ÞgÞ\f?gÞ u f½100,100�gÞ

¼ f½1,2�,½3,4�,½5,100�g,

Y2 ¼ f½1,2�,½3,4�,½5,100�g ¼ Y1:

Observe that D3 requires only three steps to converge. We obtain as a final result the set {[1,2], [3,4], [5,100]}, which is

not as precise as the least fixpoint computation mentioned above, but that has the advantage of being reached dramatically

quicker, and of preserving accuracy about the rightmost bound of the possible values of F.

3.4. Widening, narrowing and cartesian product

The next theorems show how pair-widening and pair-narrowing operators can be combined when considering the
cartesian product of posets.

Theorem 5. Let rA and rD be pair-widening operators defined on the posets A and D, respectively.

The binary operator r : ðA� DÞ � ðA� DÞ-ðA� DÞ defined by 8/a,dS,/au,duS 2 A� D : /a,dSr/au,duS¼/arAau,drDduS
is a pair-widening operator.

Proof.
�
 Covering:

ararAau and drdrDdu by covering of rA,rD

) /a,dSr/arAau,drDduS by definition of r on A� D

) /a,dSr/a,dSr/au,duS by definition of r:

Termination: Let f/ai,diSgiZ0 be an ascending chain in the cartesian product A� D. We have to show that the sequence
�

/u0,v0S¼/a0,d0S,/uiþ1,viþ1S¼/ui,viSr/ai,diS stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
By the termination property of rA and rD, both the sequence â0 ¼ a0,âiþ1 ¼ âirAai, and the sequence
d̂0 ¼ d0,d̂iþ1 ¼ d̂irDdi stabilize finitely.
It can be easily proved by induction that for each i, /ui,viS¼/âi,d̂iS. Therefore, the sequence f/uj,vjSgjZ0 stabilizes
finitely too. &

Theorem 6. Let DA and DD be pair-narrowing operators defined on the posets A and D, respectively.

The binary operator D : ðA� DÞ � ðA� DÞ-ðA� DÞ defined by 8/a,dS,/au,duS 2 A� D : /a,dSD/au,duS¼/aDAau,dDDduS is

a pair-narrowing operator.

Proof.
�
 Bounding:

8a,au 2 A : ðarauÞ¼)ðarauDarauÞ and

8d,du 2 D : ðdrduÞ¼)ðdrduDdrduÞ

by bounding of DA and DB

) /a,dSr/auDAa,duDDdSr/au,duS
by definition of r on A� D

) /a,dSr/au,duSD/a,dSr/au,duS
by definition of D:

Termination: Let f/ai,diSgiZ0 be a descending chain in the cartesian product A� D. We have to show that the sequence
�

/u0,v0S¼/a0,d0S,/uiþ1,viþ1S¼/ui,viSD/ai,diS stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
By the termination property of DA and DD, both the sequence â0 ¼ a0,âiþ1 ¼ âiDAai, and the sequence
d̂0 ¼ d0,d̂iþ1 ¼ d̂iDDdi stabilize finitely.
By induction we prove that for each i, /ui,viS¼/âi,d̂iS.
The basis is true: /u0,v0S¼/a0,d0S¼/â0d̂0S. On the induction step,

/uiþ1,viþ1S¼/ui,viSD/aiþ1,diþ1S by definition of Suiþ1,viþ1S

¼/âi,d̂iSD/aiþ1,diþ1S by induction hypothesis

¼/âiDAaiþ1,d̂iDDdiþ1S by definition ofD

¼/âiþ1,d̂iþ1S by definition of âiþ1 and d̂iþ1:
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Therefore, the sequence f/uj,vjSgjZ0 stabilizes finitely too. &

A corresponding result can be obtained also for set-widening and set-narrowing operators.
3.5. Combination of widening and narrowing operators on the same poset

What happens when more than one widening (or narrowing) operators are defined on a poset P? Is it possible to get a more
precise and/or a more efficient operator by combining them in a suitable way? Unfortunately, in general the answer is negative.
And the reason relies on the fact that the possibly non-monotonic behavior of the widening (or narrowing) operators becomes
an issue when trying to prove termination of their combination on an ascending (and descending for narrowing) chain.
However, as soon as stronger termination conditions are guaranteed on the poset P, some positive results can be easily derived.

Theorem 7. Let ðP,rÞ be a lattice satisfying the ascending chain property. Letr1,r2 be two pair-widening operators on P. Then,
the binary operators ru,rt defined by

xruy¼ ðxr1yÞ u ðxr2yÞ,

xrty¼ ðxr1yÞ t ðxr2yÞ

are pair-widening operators.

Proof. It follows by properties of t and u. &

This result may apply for instance to widening operators defined on the (infinite) domain of congruences [23], where
prime factorization is an issue, in order to tune performance vs. accuracy of the analysis. In fact, rt may gain in efficiency
with respect to both r1 and r2, while ru may better keep accuracy, thus returning a more accurate result.

A corresponding result can be obtained with narrowing operators.

Theorem 8. Let ðP,rÞ be a lattice satisfying the descending chain property. Let D1,D2 be two pair-narrowing operators on P.

Then, the binary operators Du,Dt defined by

xDuy¼ ðxD1yÞ u ðxD2yÞ,

xDty¼ ðxD1yÞ t ðxD2yÞ

are pair-narrowing operators.

Proof. It follows by properties of t and u, as for the widening operators. &

Similar results can be easily derived by similar proofs also for set-widening and set-narrowing operators.

Theorem 9. Let ðP,r Þ be a lattice satisfying the ascending chain property. Let r�1,r�2 be two set-widening operators on P.

Then, the operators r�u,r�t defined by

r�uðfSgÞ ¼ ðr�1ðfSgÞÞ u ðr�2ðfSgÞÞ,

r � tðfSgÞ ¼ ðr�1ðfSgÞÞ t ðr�2ðfSgÞÞ

are set-widening operators.

Theorem 10. Let ðP,rÞ be a lattice satisfying the descending chain property. Let D�1,D�2 be two set-widening operators on P.

Then, the operators D�u,D�t defined by

D�uðfSgÞ ¼ ðD�1ðfSgÞÞ u ðD�2ðfSgÞÞ,
D�t ðfSgÞ ¼ ðD�1ðfSgÞÞ t ðD�2ðfSgÞÞ

are set-narrowing operators.

3.6. Strong widening and narrowing operators

For numerical domains like polyhedra, where the abstract elements computed at each iteration of the analysis are not
necessarily ordered, stronger notions of widening and narrowing are used for forcing the termination of the analysis. This
is the case, for instance, of the trace partitioning abstract domain of Astrée, an abstract interpretation-based analyzer
aiming at proving automatically the absence of run time errors in programs written in the C programming language, which
has been applied with success to large safety critical real-time software for avionics [5,11].

Definition 14 (Strong pair-widening [33]). Let ðP,rÞ be a poset. A strong pair-widening operator is a binary operator
r : P � P-P such that
(i)
 Covering: 8x,y 2 P : xrxry, and yrxry.

(ii)
 Termination: For every sequence fxigiZ0, the ascending chain defined as y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yirxiþ1 stabilizes after a finite

number of terms.
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necessarily increasing) sequence.

Observe that this definition is strictly stronger than Definition 10, as termination is required starting from every (not

Example 7. The octagon domain [28,30] is based on invariants of the form 7x7yrc, where x and y are numerical
variables and c is a numeric constant. Sets described by such invariants are special kind of polyhedra called octagons
because they feature at most eight edges in dimension 2. These constraints are expressed through difference bound
matrices, which are adjacency matrices of weighted graphs. The widening operator defined on this domain consists on
removing unstable constraints. In this case, termination has to be guaranteed for the chain of widened elements starting
from a sequence of elements possibly incomparable. This is why the strongest notion of pair widening has to be used.

Notice, however, that as an alternative to the strong pair-widening, Bagnara et al. [3] introduced a different

representation of the octagons to ensure that the standard pair-widening can be applied. This approach is applied in [3] to

several weakly relational domains, but it can be generalized to other domains.

The two notions of pair-widening and strong pair-widening are equivalent for a lattice P, under associativity conditions,
as shown in Theorem 11. In order to prove it, we introduce the following auxiliary Lemma.

Lemma 3. Let r be a pair-widening operator on a lattice ðP,rÞ, such that for every finite set fxig0r irn and for every y 2 P,
ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxnÞrðx0 t x1 t � � � t xn t yÞ ¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxnÞry, then r is a strong pair-widening operator.

Proof. We need to focus only on the termination property. Consider the sequence fxig0r irn, and the increasing sequence

z0 ¼ x0,ziþ1 ¼ x0 t � � � t xiþ1:

We show by induction that the two increasing sequences y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yirxiþ1 and h0 ¼ z0,hiþ1 ¼ hirziþ1 are such that
8i : yi ¼ hi.

The basis is trivial, as y0=x0=z0=h0.

The induction step:

hiþ1 ¼ hirziþ1 by definition of fhjgjZ0

¼ yirziþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxiÞrziþ1 by definition of fyjgjZ0

¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxiÞrðx0 t � � � t xiþ1Þ by definition of fzjgjZ0

¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxiÞrxiþ1 by hypothesis on r

¼ yiþ1 by definition of fyjgjZ0:

As the increasing sequence fhjgjZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyjgjZ0. &

Theorem 11. Let r be an associative pair-widening operator on a lattice ðP,rÞ, such that for 8x,y 2 P : xry¼ xrðx t yÞ, then

r is a strong pair-widening operator.

Proof. By Lemma 3, it is sufficient to prove by induction that for every finite set fxig0r irn and for every y 2 P,
ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxnÞrðx0 t x1 t � � � t xn t yÞ ¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxnÞry.

The basis (n=1) follows immediately from the hypothesis.

Induction step:

ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxnÞrðx0 t � � � t xn t yÞ by inductive hypothesis

¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �Þrðx0 t � � � t xnÞÞrðx0 t � � � t xn t yÞ by associativity of r and of t

¼ ððx0rx1Þr � � �Þrððx0 t � � � t xnÞrððx0 t � � � t xnÞ t yÞÞ by applying the hypothesis

¼ ððx0rx1Þr � � �Þrððx0 t � � � t xnÞryÞ by associativity of r

¼ ðððx0rx1Þr � � �ÞrxnÞry: &

Example 8. The pair-widening operator on intervals obtained from the set-widening of Example 1 following the
construction of Theorem 2, satisfies the condition of Theorem 11, and it is in fact a strong pair widening operator.

However, not every pair-widening operator is also a strong one. On the same lattice of intervals, consider for instance the

pair-widening r defined by

? rx¼ x and xr ? ¼ x,

½‘0,u0�r½‘1,u1� ¼

½�1,þ1�

if ½‘0,u0�r ½‘1,u1� or ½‘1,u1�r ½‘0,u0�,

½minð‘0,‘1Þ,maxðu0,u1Þ�

otherwise:

8>>><
>>>:

On increasing sequences, the widened sequence terminates immediately, whereas if we consider for instance the sequence

f½i,iþ1�giZ0, r yields to the ascending sequence f½0,i�giZ1, which does not terminate.
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Definition 15 (Strong pair-narrowing). Let ðP,r Þ be a poset. A strong pair-narrowing operator is a binary operator D :

P � P-P such that
(i)
 Bounding: 8x,y 2 P : ðxryÞ¼)ðxr ðyDxÞryÞ.

(ii)
 Termination: For every sequence fxigiZ0, the decreasing chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1

stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
Example 9. The following strong narrowing operator has been introduced in [12].

xD ? ¼ ? ,

½‘0,u0�D½‘1,u1� ¼ ½if ‘0 ¼�1 then ‘1 else minð‘0,‘1Þ,

if u0 ¼ þ1 then u1 else maxðu0,u1Þ�:

D is a pair-narrowing operator, as it satisfies both bounding and termination requirements of Definition 15. For instance:

½�1,þ1�D½�1,101� ¼ ½�1,101�,
½�1,101�D½0,100� ¼ ½0,101�,
½0,100�D½0,99� ¼ ½0,100�:

The two notions of pair-narrowing (Definition 13) and strong pair-narrowing (Definition 15) are equivalent for a lattice P,
under associativity conditions, as shown in Theorem 12. In order to prove it, we introduce the following auxiliary Lemma.

Lemma 4. Let D be a pair-narrowing operator on a lattice ðP,r Þ, such that for every finite set fxig0r irn and for every y 2 P,
ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxnÞDðx0 u x1 u � � � u xn u yÞ ¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxnÞDy, then D is a strong pair-narrowing operator.

Proof. We need to focus only on the termination property. Consider the sequence fxig0r irn, and the decreasing sequence

z0 ¼ x0, ziþ1 ¼ x0 u � � � u xiþ1:

We show by induction that the two increasing sequences y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1 and h0 ¼ z0,hiþ1 ¼ hiDziþ1 are such that
8i : yi ¼ hi.

The basis is trivial, as y0 = x0 = z0 = h0.

The induction step:

hiþ1 ¼ hiDziþ1 by definition of fhjgjZ0

¼ yiDziþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxiÞDziþ1 by definition of fyjgjZ0

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxiÞDðx0 u � � � u xiþ1Þ by definition of fzjgjZ0

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxiÞDxiþ1 by hypothesis on D
¼ yiþ1 by definition of fyjgjZ0:

As the increasing sequence fhjgjZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyjgjZ0. &

Theorem 12. Let D be an associative pair-narrowing operator on a lattice ðP,rÞ, such that for 8x,y 2 P : xDy¼ xDðx u yÞ, then

D is a strong pair-narrowing operator.

Proof. By Lemma 4, it is sufficient to prove by induction that for every finite set fxig0r irn and for every y 2 P,
ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxnÞDðx0 u x1 u � � � u xn u yÞ ¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxnÞDy.

The basis (n=1) follows immediately from the hypothesis.

Induction step:

ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxnÞDðx0 u � � � u xn u yÞ by inductive hypothesis

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDðx0 u � � � u xnÞÞDðx0 u � � � u xn u yÞ by associativity of D and of u

¼ ððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDððx0 u � � � u xnÞDððx0 u � � � u xnÞ u yÞÞ by applying the hypothesis

¼ ððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDððx0 u � � � u xnÞDyÞ by associativity of D
¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxnÞDy: &

3.7. Lower bound pair-narrowing

When considering narrowing operators for numerical domains other slightly different notions of narrowing have been
introduced in the literature, where different bounding constraints are considered: xDy is bound to be greater than x u y and
lower than x.
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Definition 16 (Lower-bound pair-narrowing [29]). Let ðP,r Þ be a meet-semi-lattice. A lower-bound pair-narrowing
operator is a binary operator D : P � P-P such that
(i)
 Bounding: 8x,y 2 P : ðx u yÞr ðxDyÞrx.

(ii)
 Termination: For every decreasing chain x0Zx1Z . . ., the decreasing chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1

stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
Observe that not every pair-narrowing operator is also a lower-bound pair-narrowing. For example, the pair-narrowing

of Example 5 does not satisfies the above condition.

When modifying the termination constraints in Definition 16, we get:

Definition 17 (Strong lower-bound pair-narrowing [29]). Let ðP,r Þ be a meet semi-lattice. A strong lower-bound pair
narrowing operator is a binary operator D : P � P-P such that
(i)
 Bounding: 8x,y 2 P : ðx u yÞrðxDyÞrx.

(ii)
 Termination: For every sequence x0Zx1Z . . ., the decreasing chain defined as

y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1

stabilizes after a finite number of terms.
Example 10. This notion of narrowing operator is introduced, for the octagon domain, in [28,30], with the strong widening
operator defined in Definition 14.

Under particular conditions, the two notions of pair-narrowing and strong lower-bound pair-narrowing are equivalent.

Theorem 13. Let ðP,rÞ be a meet-semi-lattice (the greatest lower bound x u y exist for all x:y 2 L) satisfying the descending

chain condition (no strictly decreasing chain in L can be infinite). Let D : P � P-P be a pair-narrowing operator such that

xDy¼ x u y. Then D is a strong lower-bound pair-narrowing.

Proof.
�
 Bounding: Consider yrx:

xZxDyZy by bounding property in Definition 13

) xZxDyZx u y by the relation between x and y

This result is true for each x,y 2 P : xry, as request by bounding property in Definition 17.

�
 Termination: Consider the sequence fxig0r irn and the decreasing sequence

z0 ¼ x0,ziþ1 ¼ x0 u � � � u xiþ1

We show by induction that the two increasing sequences y0 ¼ x0,yiþ1 ¼ yiDxiþ1 and h0 ¼ z0,hiþ1 ¼ hiDziþ1 are such that
8i : yi ¼ hi.
The basis is trivial, as y0 = x0 = z0 = h0.
The induction step:

hiþ1 ¼ hiDziþ1 by definition of fhjgjZ0

¼ yiDziþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxiÞDziþ1 by definition of fyjgjZ0

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxiÞDðx0 u � � � u xiþ1Þ by definition of fzjgjZ0

¼ ðððx0 u x1Þ u � � �Þ u xiÞ u ðx0 u � � � u xiþ1Þ by definition ofD
¼ ðx0 u � � � u xiþ1Þ by properties of u

¼ ðððx0Dx1ÞD � � �ÞDxiÞDxiþ1 by definition of D
¼ yiþ1 by definition of fyjgjZ0:

As the increasing sequence fhjgjZ0 stabilizes after a finite number of terms, so does fyjgjZ0. &

We can bind pair-narrowing and lower-bound pair-narrowing through next two theorems.
Theorem 14. Let ðP,rÞ be a poset and D be a pair-narrowing Definition (13).

If 8v,w : vDðv uwÞ ¼ vDw, then D is a lower bound pair-narrowing Definition (16).
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Proof. We need to focus only on the bounding property. By Definition 13, of D, we know that

ðxZyÞ¼)ðxZ ðxDyÞZyÞ:

We consider u,v 2 P, with x = v and y¼ v uw.

Then we have

vZvDðv uwÞZv uw:

By assumption, we have that 8v,w

vDðv uwÞ ¼ vDw

then we get

vZvDwZv uw:

That is the bounding property of lower-bound pair-narrowing operator. &

Theorem 15. Let ðP,rÞ be a meet semi-lattice and D be a lower-bound pair-narrowing operator (Definition 16).

Then, D is a pair-narrowing operator too (Definition 13).

Proof. We have, by Definition 16, of D:

ðx u yÞr ðxDyÞrx

if we have that yrx then x u y¼ y by definition. Therefore,

ðyrxÞ¼)yrxDyrx

as requested by Definition 13. &

4. Widening and narrowing operators wrt Galois insertions

Widening operators have already been used in order to derive abstract domains [34]. The next results show how to
derive Galois insertions by introducing an abstraction function built on top of a widening operator. In order to do that,
additional requirements have to be assumed on the widening operator, like idempotence and order-preservation on pairs/
singletons.

Theorem 16. Let r be a pair-widening operator on a complete lattice ðL,rÞ such that 8x,y 2 L : xry) xrxryry. Let A be

the set fxrxjx 2 Lg. Then aLAðxÞ ¼ xrx is the lower adjoint of a Galois insertion between L and A, with the upper adjoint being the

identity function.

Proof. According to Definition 8, we have to show that ðgAL,L,A,aLAÞ is a Galois insertion, with gAL being the identity
function. By Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove that 8x 2 L : xrgALðaLAðxÞÞ, and that 8a 2 A : a¼ aLAðgALðaÞÞ.

8x 2 L : xrxrx, by ðiÞ of Definition 10

) xraLAðxÞ, by definition of aLA

) xrgALðaLAðxÞÞ, as gAL is the identity

8a 2 A : a¼ ara, by definition of A

) a¼ ðgALðaÞÞrðgALðaÞÞ, as gAL is the identity

) a¼ aLAðgALðaÞÞ, by definition of aLA: &

A corresponding result can be obtained also for set-widening operators.

Theorem 17. Letr% be a set-widening operator on a complete lattice ðL,rÞ such thatr%ðfxgÞ is defined for each x in L, and such

that 8x,y 2 L : xry)r%ðfxgÞrr%ðfygÞ. Let A be the set fr%ðfxgÞjx 2 Lg. Consider the function aLA : L-A defined by

aLAðxÞ ¼r%ðfxgÞ. Then, aLA is the lower adjoint of a Galois insertion between L and A, with the upper adjoint being the identity

function.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 16. &

4.1. Widening, narrowing and abstraction

The following theorem shows that pair widening is preserved through abstraction.

Theorem 18. Let C and D be two complete lattices, s.t. GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ is a Galois insertion. Let rC be a pair-widening on C.

The binary operator rD defined by 8d1,d2 2 D, d1rDd2 ¼ aCDðgDCðd1ÞrCgDCðd2ÞÞ is a pair-widening operator on D.
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Proof.
�
 Covering: Let us show that 8d1,d2 2 D : d1rd1rDd2.

gDCðd1ÞrgDCðd1ÞrCgDCðd2Þ by ðiiÞ of Definition 10

aCDðgDCðd1ÞÞraCDðgDCðd1ÞrCgDCðd2ÞÞ by monotonicity of aCD

aCDðgDCðd1ÞÞrd1rDd2 by definition of rD

d1rd1rDd2 as GCD is a Galois insertion:

The same way, we can also prove that 8d1,d2 2 D : d2rd1rDd2.

�
 Termination: Consider the ascending chain fdigiZ0 in D. Consider the corresponding ascending chain
gDCðd0ÞrgDCðd1Þr . . . in C. And consider the sequence y0 ¼ gDCðd0Þ,yiþ1 ¼ yirCgDCðdiþ1Þ. As rC is a pair-widening
operator, this ascending sequence stabilizes after a finite number of terms. We have to show that also the sequence
ŷ0 ¼ d0,ŷiþ1 ¼ ŷirDdiþ1 stabilizes after a finite number of terms. By induction, we prove that for each i, ŷi ¼ aCDðyiÞ.
The basis is trivial, as ŷ0 ¼ d0 ¼ aCDðgDCðd0ÞÞ ¼ aCDðy0Þ.
Looking at the inductive step,

ŷiþ1 ¼ ŷirDdiþ1 by definition of the sequence fŷjgjZ0

¼ aCDðyiÞrDdiþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ aCDðyiÞrDaCDðgDCðdiþ1ÞÞ as GCD is a Galois insertion

¼ aCDðyirCgDCðdiþ1ÞÞ by definition of rD

¼ aCDðyiþ1Þ by definition of the sequence fyjgjZ0: &

A corresponding result can be obtained also for set-widening operators.

Theorem 19. Let C and D be two complete lattices, s.t. GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ is a Galois insertion. Let r�C
be a set-widening on C.

The operator r�D
defined by 8S 2 D, r�D

ðSÞ ¼ aCDðr�C
ðgDCðSÞÞ is a set-widening operator on D.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 18.

As a corollary of Theorem 18, we can prove that pair-widening operators are preserved also when projecting a cartesian

product of lattices on one of its components. &

Corollary 1. Let A and D be complete lattices, and let r be a pair-widening operator over the cartesian product A� D. Let p1 be

the projection on the first argument. The binary operator rA : A� A-A defined by

arAau¼ p1ð/a,>Sr/au,>SÞ

is a pair-widening operator.

Proof. It is sufficient to observe that the monotone functions a : A� D-A and g : A-A� D defined by

8ða,dÞ 2 A� D : að/a,dSÞ ¼ a

8a 2 A : gðaÞ ¼/a,>S

form a Galois insertion between A and D. Therefore, by applying Theorem 18, the binary operatorru¼ aðgðaÞrgðauÞÞ is a pair
widening operator on A. To conclude, it is sufficient to observe that rA ¼ru. &

Similarly, also, we can prove that narrowing operators are preserved by abstraction.

Theorem 20. Let C and D be two complete lattices, s.t. GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ is a Galois insertion. Let DC be a pair-narrowing on C.

The binary operator DD defined by 8d1,d2 2 D, d1DDd2 ¼ aCDðgDCðd1ÞDCgDCðd2ÞÞ is a pair-narrowing operator on D.

Proof.
�
 Bounding: Let us show that 8d1,d2 2 D : ðd1rd2Þ ) ðd1rd2DDd1rd2Þ.

gDCðd1ÞrgDCðd2ÞDCgDCðd1ÞrgDCðd2Þ

by Definition 13

aCDðgDCðd1ÞÞraCDðgDCðd2ÞDCgDCðd1ÞÞraCDðgDCðd2ÞÞ

by monotonicity of aCD

aCDðgDCðd1ÞÞrd2DDd1raCDðgDCðd2ÞÞ

by definition of DD

d1rd2DDd1rd2

as GCD is a Galois insertion:

Termination: Consider the decreasing chain fdigiZ0 in D. Consider the corresponding decreasing chain
�

gDCðd0ÞZgDCðd1ÞZ . . . in C. And consider the sequence y0 ¼ gDCðd0Þ,yiþ1 ¼ yiDCgDCðdiþ1Þ. As DC is a pair-narrowing
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operator, this descending sequence stabilizes after a finite number of terms. We have to show that also the sequence
ŷ0 ¼ d0,ŷiþ1 ¼ ŷiDDdiþ1 stabilizes after a finite number of terms. By induction, we prove that for each i, ŷi ¼ aCDðyiÞ.
The basis is trivial, as ŷ0 ¼ d0 ¼ aCDðgDCðd0ÞÞ ¼ aCDðy0Þ.
Looking at the inductive step,

ŷiþ1 ¼ ŷiDDdiþ1 by definition of the sequence fŷjgjZ0:

¼ aCDðyiÞDDdiþ1 by inductive hypothesis

¼ aCDðyiÞDDaCDðgDCðdiþ1ÞÞ as GCD is a Galois insertion

¼ aCDðyiDCgDCðdiþ1ÞÞ by definition of DD

¼ aCDðyiþ1Þ by definition of the sequence fyjgjZ0: &

A corresponding result holds also for set-narrowing operators.

Theorem 21. Let C and D be two complete lattices, s.t. GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ is a Galois insertion. Let D�C
be a set-narrowing on C.

The operator D�D
defined by 8S 2 D, D�D

ðSÞ ¼ aCDðD�C
ðgDCðSÞÞ is a set-narrowing operator on D.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 20.

As for widening operator, we can prove that pair-narrowing operators are preserved also when projecting a cartesian

product of lattices on one of its components. &

Corollary 2. Let A and D be complete lattices, and let D be a pair-narrowing operator over the cartesian product A� D. Let p1 be

the projection on the first argument. The binary operator DA : A� A-A defined by

aDAau¼ p1ð/a,>SD/au,>SÞ

is a pair-narrowing operator.

Proof. It is sufficient to observe that the monotone functions a : A� D-A and g : A-A� D defined by

8ða,dÞ 2 A� D : að/a,dSÞ ¼ a,
8a 2 A : gðaÞ ¼/a,>S

form a Galois insertion between A� D and D. Therefore, by applying Theorem 20, the binary operator Du¼ aðgðaÞDgðauÞÞ is a
pair narrowing operator on A. To conclude, it is sufficient to observe that DA ¼Du. &

4.2. Widening, narrowing and reduced product

A very important operator for combining abstract domains in Abstract Interpretation, is the reduced product [13]. We
have already seen in Theorem 5 and in Theorem 6 that the pair-widening and pair-narrowing operators can be combined
when considering the cartesian product of two posets. Unfortunately, this result cannot be fully extended to the reduced
product, due to the fact that pair-widening and pair-narrowing operators in general are not required to be monotone.
However, getting results relating widening and narrowing operators in case of reduced product may have great impact on
abstract domains used for the analysis of critical software. For instance, the octagon domain [30] can be seen as the
reduced product of 2n2 abstract domains, each one of them focusing on an invariant of the form 7x7yrc.

Definition 18. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

Consider the function reduce:A� D-A� D defined by reduceð/a,dSÞ ¼ u f/au,duSjgACðaÞ u gDCðdÞ ¼ gAC ðauÞ u gDCðduÞg

The reduced product A u D is defined as follows:

A u D¼ freduceð/a,dSÞja 2 A,d 2 Dg:

Moreover, the function g : A u D-C defined by gð/a,dSÞ ¼ gACðaÞ u gDCðdÞ is the upper adjoint of a Galois insertion between

A u D and the domain C.

We can prove (Lemma 6) that by combining two pair-widening operators in the reduced product at least covering is
preserved, i.e. we can obtain an extrapolation operator (which does not necessarily terminate on ascending sequences, see
for instance the domain of octagons [30]). The following auxiliary Lemma says that reduce behaves well with respect to the
ordering in the reduced product A u D.

Lemma 5. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions. For

â 2 A,d̂ 2 D,/a,dS 2 A u D, if ar â and dr d̂, then /a,dSrreduceð/â,d̂SÞ.

Proof. By u properties and monotonicity of g functions, gAC ðaÞ u gDCðdÞrgACðâÞ u gDCðd̂Þ. Therefore, reduceð/â,d̂SÞ is such
that

gð/a,dSÞrgðreduceð/â,d̂SÞ,

where g is the upper adjoint of the Galois insertion ðg,C,A u D,aÞ as in Definition 18.
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By applying a to both expressions, by monotonicity of a we get

aðgð/a,dSÞÞraðgðreduceð/â,d̂SÞÞÞ

and by Galois insertion properties, as a3g is the identity function, we get

/a,dSrreduceð/â,d̂SÞ: &

Lemma 6. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

Let rA and rD be pair-widening operators defined on the lattice A and D, respectively.

The binary operator � : ðA u DÞ � ðA u DÞ-ðA u DÞ defined by 8/a,dS,/au,duS 2 A u D : /a,dS�/au,duS¼ reduceð/arAau,

drDduSÞ is an extrapolator operator.

Proof. Let /a,dS,/au,duS 2 A u D. We have to prove that /a,dSr/a,dS�/au,duS.

/a,dSr/arAau,drDduS by covering of rA,rD

) /a,dSrreduceð/arAau,drDduSÞ by Lemma 5

) /a,dSr/a,dS�/au,duS by definition of �:

In the same way, we can also prove that /au,duSr/a,dS�/au,duS. &

The last Theorem shows that if the pairwise application of the pair-widening operators is always an element of the
reduced product, the extrapolator of Lemma 6 enjoys also the termination property, thus resulting into a pair-widening
operator too.

Theorem 22. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

Let rA and rD be pair-widening operators defined on the lattice A and D, respectively, such that 8/a,dS 2 A u D, 8au 2 A,

8du 2 D : /arAau,drDduS 2 A u D.

Then the binary operator r : ðA u DÞ � ðA u DÞ-ðA u DÞ defined by 8/a,dS,/au,duS 2 A u D : /a,dSr/au,duS¼ reduceð/arAau,

drDduSÞ is a pair-widening operator.

Proof. By Lemma 6, we need to focus only on the termination property.

Consider the increasing sequence /a0,d0Sr/a1,d1S . . . in A u D. As the ordering r in A u D is the same as in the

cartesian product A� D, we may consider the increasing sequence a0ra1r . . . in A, and the increasing sequence

d0rd1r . . . in D. By the termination property of rA and rD, we know that the corresponding sequences

â0 ¼ a0,âiþ1 ¼ âirAaiþ1, and d̂0 ¼ d0,d̂iþ1 ¼ d̂irDdiþ1 stabilize after a finite number of terms.

We show by induction that the increasing sequence /au0,du0S¼/a0,d0S,/auiþ1,duiþ1S¼/aui,duiSr/aiþ1,diþ1S is such

that 8i : /aui,duiS¼/âi,d̂iS.

The basis is trivial, as /au0,du0S¼/a0,d0S¼/â0,d̂0S.

Induction step:

/auiþ1,duiþ1S¼/aui,duiSr/aiþ1,diþ1S by definition of f/auj,dujSgjZ0

¼ reduceðauirAaiþ1,duirDdiþ1Þ by definition of r

¼/auirAaiþ1,duirDdiþ1S by the hypothesis

¼/âiþ1,d̂iþ1S by definition of fâjgjZ0 and fd̂jgjZ0:

It follows that f/auj,dujSgjZ0 converges in a finite number of steps, namely the maximum between the termination indexes

of fâjgjZ0 and fd̂jgjZ0. &

For narrowing operators, we can define a theorem corresponding to Theorem 22. Also in this case we need some
auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 7. Let C, A, D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

For a 2 A, d 2 D,reduceð/a,dSÞr/a,dS.

Proof. By Definition 18: reduceð/a,dSÞ ¼ u S, where S¼ f/au,duSjgAC ðaÞ u gDCðdÞ ¼ gACðauÞ u gDCðduÞg. We know that /a,dS 2
S and that all elements of S are comparable, than reduceð/a,dSÞr/a,dS. &

Lemma 8. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

For â 2 A,d̂ 2 D,/a,dS 2 A u D, if âra and d̂rd, then reduceð/â,d̂SÞr/a,dS.

Proof. By u properties and monotonicity of g functions, gACðaÞ u gDCðdÞZgACðâÞ u gDCðd̂Þ. Therefore, reduceð/â,d̂SÞ is such
that

gð/a,dSÞZgðreduceð/â,d̂SÞ,

where g is the upper adjoint of the Galois insertion ðg,C,A u D,aÞ as in Definition 18.
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By applying a to both expressions, by monotonicity of a we get

aðgð/a,dSÞÞZaðgðreduceð/â,d̂SÞÞÞ

and by Galois insertion properties, as a3g is the identity function, we get

/a,dSZreduceð/â,d̂SÞ: &

Theorem 23. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

Let DA and DD be pair-narrowing operators defined on the lattice A and D, respectively, such that 8/a,dS 2 A u D, 8au 2 A,

8du 2 D : /aDAau,dDDduS 2 A u D.

Then the binary operator D : ðA u DÞ � ðA u DÞ-ðA u DÞ defined by 8/a,dS,/au,duS 2 A u D : /a,dSD/au,duS¼ reduceð/aDAau,

dDDduSÞ is a pair-narrowing operator.

Proof.
�
 Bounding: We have to show that 8/a,dS,/au,duS 2 A u D, ð/a,dSr/au,duSÞ ) ð/a,dSr/a,dSD/au,duSr/au,duSÞ

/a,dSr/aDAau,dDDduSr/au,duS by bounding of DA and DD

/a,dSrreduceð/aDAau,dDDduSÞr/au,duS by Lemmas 5 and 7 or Lemma 8

/a,dSr/a,dSD/au,duSr/au,duS by definition of D:

Termination: Consider the increasing sequence /a0,d0Sr/a1,d1S . . . in A u D. As the ordering r in A u D is the same as
�

in the cartesian product A� D, we may consider the increasing sequence a0ra1r . . . in A, and the increasing sequence
d0rd1r . . . in D. By the termination property of DA and DD, we know that the corresponding sequences
â0 ¼ a0,âiþ1 ¼ âiDAaiþ1, and d̂0 ¼ d0,d̂iþ1 ¼ d̂iDDdiþ1 stabilize after a finite number of terms.
We show by induction that the increasing sequence /au0,du0S¼/a0,d0S,/auiþ1,duiþ1S¼/aui,duiSD/aiþ1,diþ1S is such
that 8i : /aui,duiS¼/âi,d̂iS.
The basis is trivial, as /au0,du0S¼/a0,d0S¼/â0,d̂0S.
Induction step:

/auiþ1,duiþ1S¼/aui,duiSD/aiþ1,diþ1S by definition of f/auj,dujSgjZ0

¼ reduceðauiDAaiþ1,duiDDdiþ1Þ by definition of D

¼/âiDAaiþ1,d̂iDDdiþ1S by the hypothesis

¼/âiþ1,d̂iþ1S by definition of fâjgjZ0 and fd̂jgjZ0:

It follows that f/auj,dujSgjZ0 converges in a finite number of steps, namely the maximum between the termination
indexes of fâjgjZ0 and fd̂jgjZ0. &

We can also obtain the corresponding results for set-widening and set-narrowing operators.

Theorem 24. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

Let r�A and r�D be set-widening operators defined on the lattice A and D, respectively, such that 8SDA u D,

/r�Aðfaij/ai,diS 2 SgÞ,rDðfdij/ai,diS 2 SgÞS 2 A u D.

Then the operator r� : YðA u DÞQðA u DÞ defined by 8SDA u D : r�ðfSgÞ ¼ reduceð/r�Aðfaij/ai,diS 2 SgÞ,r�Dðfdij/ai,diS 2
SgÞSÞ is a set-widening operator.

Theorem 25. Let C,A,D be complete lattices, and let GCD ¼ ðgDC ,C,D,aCDÞ and GCA ¼ ðgAC ,C,A,aCAÞ be Galois insertions.

Let D�A and D�D be set-narrowing operators defined on the lattice A and D, respectively, such that 8SDA u D,

/D�Aðfaij/ai,diS 2 SgÞ,D�Dðfdij/ai,diS 2 SgÞS 2 A u D.

Then the operator D� : YðA u DÞQðA u DÞ defined by 8SDA u D : D�ðfSgÞ ¼ reduceð/D�Aðfaij/ai,diS 2 SgÞ,D�Dðfdij/ai,diS 2
SgÞSÞ is a set-narrowing operator.

The proofs of these theorems are similar to Theorems 22 and 23, respectively.

5. Conclusions and future work

We investigated which properties are necessary to support a systematic design of widening and narrowing operators.
As far as we know, this is the first attempt to provide a general comparison of the different notions of widening and
narrowing used in the literature and a first comprehensive discussion of their main features. More work deserves to be
done in order to support a broader range of widening operators defined on abstract domains where only the concretization
function is available or where the least upper bound operator is not always defined. We are currently investigating how to
enhance domains and widening and narrowing operators with suitable metrics that allow to get a quantitative comparison
of their precision and/or of their speed to reach a fixed-point.
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Notice that most of the papers in the literature use only the widening operator without defining any corresponding
narrowing operator; it would be interesting to investigate narrowing operators in order to analyze the resulting
improvements with respect to accuracy already mentioned. For instance, for the abstract domain LInt whose elements on
linear inequations with interval coefficients [32]. Narrowing operator can be defined on the lines of Example 5 that may
improve the overall precision of the analysis.
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